MiltWood
POŽÁRNÍ DESIGNOVÉ PŘÍČKY

DESIGN WOODEN PARTITIONS

MiltWood – natural energy of wood
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Let nature, light and luxurious design into your

energy of a natural material

interior. Let us introduce MiltWood, handmade

excellent sound insulation

wooden frames with glass panes, which bring brand

elimination of wall and ceiling unevenness

new opportunities to interior design and architecture.

wide range of colors and hues

Using wooden MiltWood partitions, you can create

precise design

charming ofﬁces with a representative style, which

hidden anchoring

are also highly practical.

resilience certiﬁcation

MiltWood

MiltWood
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MiltWood – wooden trend for the interior
It is the ﬁrst impression that decides how the client will feel in a given space. Interiors with
natural materials and colors offer an experience that is cozy and modern at the same time.
Wooden partitions with glass panes will warm up your work spaces. Wood in combination with
glass enhances brand credibility as well as the atmosphere in the workplace. MiltWood creates
interiors with added value.
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MiltWood – several options and combinations
Our MiltWood partitions are custom and hand-made. That is why you can choose from a multitude of
variations, colors and designs. We will make them perfectly to match your architectural intentions and vision.
Using the wooden MiltWood partitions, you can create charming ofﬁces with a representative style,
which are highly practical at the same time. The structures boast precise workmanship, excellent sound
insulation and resilience to damage. You will also appreciate their ﬂawless acoustics, easy installation
and ﬁnish, free of any visible joints.
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Veneer types

Laminate types

The option to use various veneer types with a speciﬁc wood pigment

Laminates combine durability and an attractive design.

allows these wooden partitions to be integrated into almost any

They represent an ideal solution for horizontal and vertical surfaces

space, while underscoring the uniqueness of the interior. We are

exposed to medium to high loads, as well as for rounded elements.

happy to meet all of your individual requirements related to a given

Individual decors are available in a wide range of products.

veneer speciﬁcation.

Ash tree

American cherry

Zebrano

European oak

White Aland Pinie

Natural Mandal Maple

Natural Bardolino Oak

Natural Hickory

European walnut

Bubingo

American walnut

Wenge

Natural Hamilton Oak

Natural Dijon Walnut

Robinie Branson
natural brown

Cognac Kendal Oak

We offer a wide range of high-quality veneers for the following partition types:

We offer a wide range of high-quality laminates for the following partition types:

MiltWood 80 G-2, MiltWood 100 G-2, MiltWood 40 G-1

MiltWood 80 G-2, MiltWood 100 G-2, MiltWood 100 G-1,
MiltWood 40 G-1
* When choosing a veneer or laminate design, it is always necessary to check the availability of the materials
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Types of wooden MiltWood 80 G-2 partitions

The MiltWood 80 G-2 partition is adjustable
and double-glazed. It consists of:

Cross-section through the door wing with
a skylight and glass-pane module

Metal ﬁtting, round rosette

wooden and aluminum perimeter sections,
system wooden doorframe,
glass, full and door panes.

Wall type

MiltWood 80 G-2

Partition height (max.)

3,000 mm

Glass pane thickness

10, 12 mm

Glass pane composition

2x10/2x12 mm

Partition thickness

80 mm

Doorframe thickness

80 mm

Sound reduction index (Rw)

34–42 db

Glass type

ESG10/12

Proﬁle structure

core

surface

MDF

veneer + aluminum

DTD

laminate

Hidden hinge

Technical speciﬁcations
The main frame of the partition is formed by wooden
sections, into which an aluminum section is embedded
along the perimeter. This enables any inaccuracies in the
given structural opening to be cancelled out. The partition
is custom made exactly as requested, based on the
corresponding measurements and does not have to be
adjusted during the installation process.

The standard glass pane can also be substituted by a full
pane, which can be applied in the form of an installation
column or acoustic panel.
The door wing is installed in a wooden door frame, which
can be of the same color as the wooden sections and
painted in any shade. The door wing can also be of an allglass design.

The aluminum proﬁle can be painted in any shade. The
same applies to the holders, which ﬁx the glass in the
partition.
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Types of wooden MiltWood 100 G-2 partitions

The MiltWood 100 G-2 partition is adjustable and made
with double-glazed glass. It consists of:

Cross-section of the door wing with
a skylight and glass-pane module

Metal ﬁtting, round rosette

wooden and aluminum perimeter sections,
system wooden doorframe,
glass, full and door panes.

Wall type

MiltWood 100 G-2

Partition height (max.)

3 000 mm

Glass pane thickness

10, 12 mm

Glass pane composition

2x10/2x12 mm

Partition thickness

100 mm

Doorframe thickness

100 mm

Sound reduction index (Rw)

38–47 db

Glass type

ESG10/12
Connex 55.1/55.2
Stratophone 55.1/55.2

Proﬁle structure

core

Connection of the installation panel to the glass

surface

aluminum

veneer

aluminum

laminate

Technical speciﬁcations
The main frame of the partitions is formed by 100 mm thick
aluminum sections, which are covered with veneer and into
which glass is embedded. The proﬁles are adjusted on the
spot as part of the partition assembly process.
The standard glass pane can also be substituted by a full
pane, which can be applied in the form of an installation
column or acoustic panel.
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The door wing is embedded in the aluminum door frame,
which is 100 mm thick and can be painted in any hue. The
door wing can also be of an all-glass design.
The door wing can also be furnished with standard
accessories, such as draw laths, hidden hinges,
electromechanical locks, mechanical locks, etc.
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Types of wooden MiltWood 100 G-1 partitions

The MiltWood 100 G-1 partition is adjustable and made
of a single glass pane. It consists of:

Cross-section of the door and glass module

Metal ﬁtting, round rosette

wooden and aluminum perimeter sections,
system wooden doorframe,
glass, full and door panes.

Wall type

MiltWood 100 G-1

Partition height (max.)

3 000 mm

Glass pane thickness

10, 12 mm

Glass pane composition

1x10/1x12 mm

Partition thickness

100 mm

Doorframe thickness

100 mm

Sound reduction index (Rw)

31–37 db

Glass type

ESG10/12
Connex 55.1/55.2
Stratophone 55.1/55.2

Proﬁle structure

core

surface

DTD

HPL

Connection of the installation panel to the glass module

Technical speciﬁcations
The main frame of the partitions is formed by 100 mm thick
wooden sections, into which glass is embedded. The joints
between the glass can be furnished with vertical wooden
columns. The sections are adjusted on the spot as a part
of the partition assembly process.
The standard glass pane can also be substituted by a full
pane, which can be applied in the form of an installation
column or acoustic panel.
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The door wing is installed in a wooden door frame, which
can be of the same color as the wooden proﬁles and
painted in any hue. The door wing can also be of an allglass design.
The door wing can also be furnished with standard
accessories, such as draw laths, hidden hinges,
electromechanical locks, mechanical locks, etc.
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Type of wooden MiltWood 40 G-1 partitions

The MiltWood 40 G-1 partition is adjustable and made
with a single glass pane. It consists of:

Cross-section of the door and glass module

Metal ﬁtting, round rosette

wooden and aluminum perimeter sections,
system wooden doorframe,
glass, full and door panes.

Wall type

MiltWood 40 G-1

Partition height (max.)

3 000 mm

Glass pane thickness

10, 12 mm

Glass pane composition

1x10/1x12 mm

Partition thickness

40 mm

Doorframe thickness

80 mm

Sound reduction index (Rw)

31–37 db

Glass type

ESG10 / 12
Connex 55.1/55.2
Stratophone 55.1/55.2

Proﬁle structure

core

Connection of the door frame to the glass module

surface

MDF

veneer + aluminum

DTD

laminate

Technical speciﬁcations
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The main frame of the partitions is formed by 40 mm
thick wooden proﬁles, into which glass is embedded. The
proﬁles are adjusted on the spot as a part of the partition
assembly process.

The door wing is installed in a 80 mm thick wooden door
frame, which can be of the same color as the wooden
proﬁles and painted in any hue. The door wing can also be
of an all-glass design.

The standard glass pane, which can also be substituted
by a full pane, can be applied in the form of an installation
column or acoustic panel.

The door wing can also be furnished with standard
accessories, such as draw laths, hidden hinges,
electromechanical locks, mechanical locks, closing
mechanisms, etc.
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Technical details

Wooden MiltWood 40 G-1 partition

Wooden MiltWood 80 G-2 partition

horizontal cross-section
of the partition

vertical cross-section of the glass
and door module
horizontal cross-section of the partition

vertical cross-section of the glass
and door module

Wooden MiltWood 100 G-2 partition

Construction preparedness, anchoring and work joints
Floor anchoring

Wall anchoring

Ceiling anchoring

Anchoring to the ﬁnal ﬂoor,

Plasterboard walls

such as tiles, concrete, leveling
compound, carpet, etc.

covered with a plasterboard panel

Plasterboard ceiling
Mineral ceiling
Concrete structure

Anchoring prior to the ﬁnal ﬂoor

with ﬁnal plastering

Bricked walls
Concrete elements

horizontal cross-section of the partition

walls with ﬁnal plastering, can also be
anchored to a concrete structure

vertical cross-section of the glass
and door module

TWooden MiltWood 100 G-1 partition

Processing and certiﬁcation
Processing

horizontal cross-section of the partition
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vertical cross-section of the glass
and door module

Certiﬁcation

MiltWood structures boast precise
workmanship, excellent sound
insulation and resilience to impacts.
You will also appreciate their ﬂawless
acoustics, easy installation and ﬁnal
appearance without any visible joints.
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